


B/Text exploration:   (8pts) 

1. Find in the text words that are synonyms to:       (1pt) 

a. Different =…………………… (§1)         b. declared =………………………………..(§2) 

2. Find in the text words that are opposites to:       (1pt) 

a. Lost=/=………………………….(2)        b. permitted=/=…………………………….(§2)  

3.  Complete the following table.                              (1pt) 

verb noun adjective 

To create ………………………. ………………………. 

……………………. Communication  ……………………….. 

4. Combine the following pairs of sentences using the words below. (1pt). 

 Both…….and   / to    / not to/   either …..or/  

a.    Instargam is a social networking. Facebook is a social networking  

b.    People use Instargam  .they want to take picture but, not not for interaction 

5. Rewrite sentence b so that it means the same as sentence a .         (1 pt) 

a.  Instergam users are prohibited to use any hashtags or photographs that promote self-harm.  

b. Instergam users.......................................................................................................................... 

a. To communicate with your friends you are not obliged to use only facebook. 

b. To communicate 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. Classify these words according to their stressed syllable.             (1pt) 

a. Share     b.     Photo    c.  Shape    d. like. 

 Stress on 1
st
’ syllable Stress on 2

nd
’ syllable 

  

7.  Choose only four words from the list bellow to fill in the gaps so that the text form makes sense.     (2pts) 

       Updated / comments / internet / websites /communication/ account. 

           In today’s world, Facebook, twitter, MySpace, are common ..........................for people to meet and make 

acquaintances. It has become a part of our daily lives. With the fast developing world and the increasing use 

of.................. it has led us to a point where we prefer ‘liking’ photos, writing ‘.......................’ and wishing our 

friends over the social networking sites. Using the social networking sites is quite easy; moreover, it keeps 

us....................  about what is going on in other people’s life, it reminds us of their important days as well as helps 

us keep a check on our exes. 

PART TWO: Written Expression: Choose one of the following topics.           (5pts) 

 

            Topic one: In your daily life which social networking do you appreciate lot to use? Facebook or          

instagram.write a short paragraph in which you express your preferences. 

Topic two: As a new graduated in computing science, you have seen an advertisement in which a 

company looks for a computer operator. Write a short letter of application to apply for a job .you can 

use the following notes. 

 Omega import and Export Company. 

 Introduce yourself and some of your qualifications. 

 Persuade them that you are the most suitable for the job. 

 Close your letter 

     Good luck   
   


